Banking and finance is at the heart of every economy, providing the means to help businesses expand and investors grow. Dentons’ Banking and Finance team operates at the industry’s forefront, working with innovative finance products across the world.

Our integrated global team of Banking and Finance lawyers and professionals offers an expansive breadth of insight, helping our clients to structure and document transactions that help to provide financing to virtually every industry. Since Dentons represents both finance providers and users, you benefit from counsel that understands the needs and wants of each party. Whether yours is a domestic bank in Hong Kong, a government development bank in Moscow, or banks in several other locations, our team understands you.

Dentons’ extensive, deep sector-specific experience also ensures you’re working with a team that’s fluent in your language and understands the local market. In fact, emerging jurisdictions often engage Dentons to assist in the development of banking and finance legislative frameworks. The following represents just a small part of our focus:

- Acquisition finance
- Asset-based lending
- Asset finance
- Bank formation
- Bilateral and syndicated lending
- Debt capital markets
- Financial institutions regulation
- Fund finance
- Private placements
- Project finance
- Real estate finance
- Trade finance
- Consumer finance
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Insurance

The definition of risk is constantly changing. Natural disasters, terrorism, economic meltdowns and the threat of pandemics are all risks that increasingly affect the entire world. Add legislative reform and more regulations on a local and global level to the mix, and companies today find themselves under enormous pressure.

You need lawyers who know your business and know how to mitigate your exposure. From dealing with consumers and competitors to meeting your regulatory commitments, Dentons partners with you to help you manage your own risk. We can also drive mediation, arbitration and litigation across:

- Liability
- Bankruptcies
- Tenders
- Market conduct exams and investigations
- Class action lawsuits
- Coverage claims

You also know that the flip side of risk is opportunity. Together, we can explore challenges and give you insights that help you to seize opportunities, whether you’re navigating local regulations or working on a global scale.

Expanding geographic markets. New business ideas. Fresh products. Dentons can react when necessary, and even better, offer you our insights and experience to help you anticipate issues before they become unmanageable.
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